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Abstract
The polygonal contact model is an established contact algorithm for multibody dynamics
based on polygonal surfaces. Some guidance for its practical use is presented. In particular,
assignment and discretization of the surface meshes are discussed with regard to correct
results and optimal efficiency. Moreover, notes on stiffness and damping parameters are
given.

An improved implementation of the polygonal contact model is introduced. The new
algorithm goes without quite complicated intersection construction steps. As a consequence,
it is less complex, more robust and usually more efficient than the classic implementation.

Application examples of varied complexity demonstrate both notes on usage and im-
proved implementation of the polygonal contact model.

Keywords Contact mechanics · Computer graphics · Collision detection

1 Introduction

The polygonal contact model (PCM) is an established contact algorithm for multibody dy-
namics that allows to evaluate compliant contact between complexly shaped bodies [1]. In
contrast to standard methods based on point contacts [2], PCM implements an areal ap-
proach that can handle multi-point contacts as well as conforming contacts with arbitrary
contact patch shape. Since PCM uses polygonal surfaces (3D meshes), which can be ex-
ported easily from CAD software, it is quite straightforward to use in technical applications.

PCM has been implemented in several academic and commercial multibody tools, partly
with substantial extensions like surface height correction, flexible body support and self
contact [3–5]. Its areal approach and polygonal discretisation have been taken over in other
contact models [6–8]. However, this publication takes the original version as a starting point.
So the reader is referred to [1] or [9] to get acquainted with the basic terms and concepts
used in what follows.

Section 2 gives notes on the usage of PCM. In Sect. 3 a new improved contact detection
algorithm is presented. Section 4 shows some application examples. In the end, Sect. 5
concludes this article.
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Fig. 1 Sectional view of contact elements (red arrows) of a large penetration sphere-sphere contact with
penetration line start points (dots at base triangles) and intersection points (arrowheads at target surface).
(Colour figure online)

2 Notes on usage

Over the past few years, PCM has been utilised in many research and industrial applications
[10–14]. This section summarises some useful experience and gives modelling hints for
optimal robustness and efficiency of the method.

2.1 Base/target assignment and discretisation

The contact detection of PCM uses a base/target1 approach, i.e. one of the contact surfaces
is defined as base and the other one as target. Based on this assignment, the PCM contact
evaluation encompasses the following steps:

1. All triangles of the base surface for which the geometric barycentres (centroids) are lo-
cated on the inner side of the target surface are processed as contact elements.

2. At each contact element a penetration line is constructed. It starts at the triangle barycen-
tre and points along its normal direction to the inside of the base surface.

3. The intersection points of the penetration lines and the target surface are computed.
4. The distances between the penetration line start points (at the base triangle barycentres)

and the intersection points are used as penetrations of the contact elements (Fig. 1).
5. A spring-damper force law is applied along the penetration lines of the contact elements.
6. A regularised friction force law is applied perpendicular to the penetration lines of the

contact elements.
7. The total contact force is calculated as a sum of all contact element forces.

As a consequence of this procedure, the polygonal discretisation of the base surface de-
fines the scanning resolution of the contact patch. Just like every discretisation, it should
be chosen with care for an optimal trade-off between accuracy and efficiency of the contact
force evaluation. Thus, surfaces with large polygons, which may e.g. occur in case of planar
regions, are not suitable as a base surface because of too coarse contact patch discretisa-
tion. The problem might be solved by remeshing the surface accordingly (i.e. using more
polygons than required for visualisation) or by interchanging the base/target assignment.

1Called master/slave in former publications.
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Fig. 2 2D example for penetrations (top) and resulting contact element force history (bottom) in case of a)
sharp edges, b) chamfered edges and c) interchanged base/target assignment

As a matter of principle, large polygons are not a functional issue for target surfaces.
However, in Sect. 4.2 an example is presented, which shows that using balanced base and
target discretisations can be more efficient than very large target triangles.

2.2 Sharp edges

PCM’s discretisation of the contact patch can lead to bad results in case of sharp edges of
the target surface, i.e. angles of 90° or more between adjacent polygons. The problem is
sketched in Fig. 2 regarding two boxes sliding along each other.

In case a) there are sharp edges of the target surface resulting in discontinuous pene-
trations of the contact elements of the base surface: When the front edge of the upper box
passes a contact element, its penetration suddenly jumps to a non-zero value, and at the
rear edge it jumps back to zero again. This leads to unphysical behaviour because potential
energy conservation of the elastic force law is violated.

There are two workarounds to address this problem: Sharp edges of the target surface
might be sanitised by chamfering (case b)) or the base/target assignment might be inter-
changed (case c)) so that discontinuous penetrations do not occur anymore. If both of them
are not an option, the original PCM is not suitable for the application.

2.3 Coordinate reference frame assignment

PCM contact surfaces are labelled E and F. From the modelling point of view this assign-
ment is entirely interchangeable, i.e. results are identically except for numerical round-off
errors. In particular the base/target assignment can be chosen independently of the E/F as-
signment.

However, the latter can have great impact on the computation effort because the reference
frame of surface E is used for coordinate representation in all collision detection and contact
element vector operations. As a consequence, the numerical efficiency of PCM is usually
optimal if the surface with a greater number of triangles is defined as contact surface E,
such that the effort for costly coordinate transformations (applied to surface F data only) is
minimised. This effect is significant in the example presented in Sect. 4.3.

Note that the influence of the E/F assignment on the computation effort does not only
depend on the number of surface triangles, but also on the size of the triangles and on the
quality of the bounding box hierarchies. So if efficiency is important in an application, it
might be worth to compare both options by test simulations.
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2.4 Stiffness and damping

For elastic normal contact forces, PCM implements the elastic foundation model [15]. The
idea is to cover the contacting bodies with thin elastic layers which do not propagate defor-
mation or stress in tangential direction. Contact elements are used to discretise the contact
patch. Therefore, the normal direction and the area of the base polygon represent a subdi-
vision of a combined elastic layer in which constant normal pressure is assumed. Thus, the
elastic force law of a contact element k is defined by

Fck = cl · Ak · unk (1)

with layer stiffness cl , contact element area Ak and penetration unk . This is equivalent to a
linear spring with the stiffness given by the product of cl and Ak . According to the elastic
foundation model, the layer stiffness of each body is defined by

cl = K

b
(2)

with the elastic modulus

K = 1 − ν

(1 + ν) · (1 − 2ν)
· E (3)

as a material parameter and the layer thickness b.
An advantage of this approach is that common material properties (Young’s modulus E

and Poisson’s ratio ν) and the easily comprehensible layer thickness b are sufficient to define
the elastic contact properties. However, in most applications there is no comparatively soft
layer on the body surfaces, and finding suitable values for b can be difficult.

Note that E appears in the nominator and b in the denominator of the layer stiffness, i.e.
1/b acts like a scaling factor and therefore has great influence on the contact stiffness. So, if
the elastic contact properties are crucial for system dynamics, experiments may be used to
tune the layer stiffness.

The same holds for the damping characteristics. Deduced from the stiffness force law
(1), the damping force of a PCM contact element is calculated by

Fdk = dl · Ak · u̇nk, (4)

where dl is the area related layer damping. Similar to the layer thickness b, this parame-
ter cannot be specified directly according to material and geometry data, but requires test
simulations to find plausible or verified values. However, this is typical for damping and
restitution coefficients in multibody dynamics. Note that there are options in PCM to avoid
discontinuous and tensile contact forces caused by the damping share.

3 Improved implementation

In [1] PCM’s classic intersection construction algorithm for contact element generation is
presented, which consists of the following steps:

1. All intersection lines of the surface triangles are determined by collision detection based
on object oriented bounding box trees.
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2. Intersection polygons are constructed by assembling the intersection lines.
3. Active areas of the surfaces are determined by searching recursively for adjacent triangles

on the inner side of the intersections.
4. For each active triangle of the base surface, a ray-triangle intersection test between its

barycentre normal and the active triangles of the target surface is performed.
5. For valid intersections, contact elements are generated as described in Sect. 2.1.

This algorithm works fine for most applications. However, in extensive practical use it
has shown several weak points:

– The overall procedure is quite complex and includes a lot of geometric calculations, which
can fail in extreme cases (e.g. vanishing intersection angles, conforming contact with
small penetration/high stiffness, degenerated surface polygons). So numerical robustness
and computational effort are not optimal.

– For searching active surface areas, information about adjacent triangles is required. In
case of “unclean” polygonal surfaces (e.g. non-manifold edges, cracks, duplicate vertices)
generation of this data would fail.

– The numerical complexity of the ray-triangle tests grows quadratically with the number
of active surface triangles. Hence efficiency becomes poor in case of large contact patches
with fine discretisation.

– In every contact, evaluation memory is allocated and deallocated for intersections, active
areas and contact elements. This involves additional computation effort.

To overcome these disadvantages, a new algorithm for contact element generation has
been developed. It is called penetration detection because the basic idea is to find the contact
elements directly by collision detection and do without construction of intersection polygons
and active surface regions.

Penetration detection is based on a minor modification of the classic collision detection.
Its basic functionality of hierarchical intersection tests between object oriented bounding
box trees remains entirely unchanged. The substantial difference is that the bounding box
tree of the base surface is not generated with its triangles, but with its penetration lines as leaf
elements. These are defined for every triangle as connection lines between the barycentre
and a maximum penetration point which is located on the triangle normal at a user defined
distance on the inner side of the surface. On the other hand, the bounding box tree of the
target surface is still generated with its triangles (Fig. 3).

As a consequence, the collision detection identifies candidates for triangle-penetration
line intersections instead of triangle-triangle intersections. Thus, in case of colliding bound-
ing boxes, the finalising triangle-triangle intersection test is replaced with a ray-triangle
intersection test similar to [16]. If this test yields a penetration, i.e. an intersection of a base
penetration line and a target triangle, the contact element data of the base triangle is activated
with the computed penetration value.

Evidently, this method allows to skip the complex intersection construction steps and
therefore is in general more robust and efficient than the classic solution. Moreover, it can
be easily implemented without dynamic memory allocation by storing contact element data
persistently together with the base triangles. So it avoids all weak points listed above and
simplifies implementation remarkably. Incidentally, the penetration detection algorithm is
similar to ray tracing and thus suitable for high performance GPU implementations.

On the other hand, the maximum penetration is required as an additional user parameter,
which must be chosen with care. Since contact element penetrations exceeding this limit
value are not detected by the algorithm, it must be greater than the maximum contact pene-
tration that happens in the entire simulation. PCM prints an info message about the greatest
penetration after simulation so that the chosen parameter value can be checked.
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Fig. 3 Penetration lines (red) and leaf bounding boxes (grey) of a separated sphere-sphere contact. (Colour
figure online)

Fig. 4 2D examples for valid (red) and invalid (orange) contact penetrations. (Colour figure online)

Note that iterative solvers with step-size control can induce contact evaluations with
larger penetrations than those visible in the results. As a consequence, some safety reserve
(e.g. 50%) should be provided and a step-size limit (e.g. 10 ms) should be defined. Also note
that using greater maximum penetration values than necessary does not affect the results, but
implicates additional computation effort caused by unnecessarily large bounding boxes and
handling of invalid penetrations.

The latter deals with formal intersections between penetration lines and target triangles
that do not represent contact deformation. As sketched in Fig. 4, there are two cases of
invalid penetrations: In case a) the target triangle is hit from the outside of the surface, and
in case b) the intersection point is located at the rear side of the target body.

Storing the contact element data together with the base triangles allows to sort out invalid
penetrations as follows: When the first intersection is detected, the contact element penetra-
tion is stored and its status is changed from inactive to active (if the dot product of the base
and target triangle normals is negative) or invalid (positive dot product, case a)). Further
intersections are ignored if their penetration is greater than the contact element penetration
(case b)). Otherwise they are treated in the same way as the first intersection and status and
penetration of the contact element are updated.
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Fig. 5 Start and end position of the torus and sphere simulation

4 Application examples

The penetration detection algorithm has been added as a new option in the C implementation
of PCM. Moreover, it has been implemented in the modern programming language Julia
[17, 18] as a force element of Modia3D [19], the multibody extension of the Modia open
source modelling language for multi-domain physical systems [20, 21]. Due to the quite low
complexity of the penetration detection approach, the Julia implementation is compact and
coherent.

In the following subsections, application examples are presented to validate the robust-
ness and efficiency of the method and its implementation. All simulations have been com-
puted on a Linux laptop with Intel Core i7-9850H CPU. Animations are available on the
PCM website [22].

4.1 Torus and sphere

The first example is a bouncing ball scenario with a torus as ground geometry. A sphere
(R = 1 m, m = 10 kg, J = 0.5 kgm2) with six degrees of freedom starts at 1.2 m vertical and
0.1 m lateral displacement with respect to the centre of the inertia-fixed torus (R = 1 m, r =
0.3 m). The torus surface is described by 4,096 triangles and the sphere by an icosahedron
with 500 triangles. A PCM contact with the torus as base and the sphere as target is defined
(E = 106 Pa, ν = 0.4, b = 0.01 m, umax = 0.03 m, dl = 104 Ns/m3, μ = 0.3).

In the simulation, the ball bounces onto the torus in varying motion phases before it
comes to rest at the centre after about 5 s. In the end, there is an annular contact patch that
could not be handled by contact point based methods (Fig. 5).

In both contact element generation implementations, intersection construction and pen-
etration detection, the penetrations are calculated with the same ray-triangle intersection
algorithm and the contact element forces are summed up with increasing triangle index. As
a consequence, they yield bit-identical results when executed on the same platform. This is
a clear advantage for verification of results and performance.

The costly part of PCM contact force evaluations is the detection of active contact ele-
ments. In Fig. 6 the number of collision and intersection tests is plotted. Obviously, penetra-
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Fig. 6 Number of bounding box
collision (black) and
triangle-triangle
resp. ray-triangle intersection
(red) tests for intersection
construction (dashed) and
penetration detection (solid).
(Colour figure online)

Table 1 Torus and sphere computation effort (CPU-time/RHS-evaluation [µs])

MBS tool/PCM language Intersection construction Penetration detection

Commercial solver/C 888 739

Modia3D/C 1,106 887

Modia3D/Julia − 1,047

tion detection requires less bounding box collision tests because the penetration line bound-
ing boxes are smaller than the triangle bounding boxes. As a consequence, the number of
intersection tests is also lower and the overall performance is better.

For computation effort analysis, the mean time of equations of motion evaluations is re-
garded (Table 1). Thus, the penetration detection algorithm is about 18% more efficient than
intersection construction. Using the C implementation, the evaluation time of Modia3D is
about 25% larger than with a commercial MBS tool, i.e. the reference solver is somewhat
more efficient than Modia3D. Incidentally, the Julia implementation is about 18% less ef-
ficient than the C implementation. This is considerable for a convenient scripting-like pro-
gramming language.

The results of the torus-sphere example are typical for all the two body contact scenarios
simulated for verification of the new implementations.

4.2 Bouncing bubbles

The bouncing bubbles scenario (Fig. 7) has already been presented in [1] and has proven
its worth for implementation verification since then. Again, simulation yields bit-identical
results for intersection construction, penetration detection and also for arbitrary mixes of
both. However, in contrast with all other application examples, penetration detection showed
lower efficiency than intersection construction. So this behaviour was investigated further.

The basic idea of collision detection is to avoid relatively costly (triangle-triangle or ray-
triangle) intersection tests as far as possible. This is achieved by prepending hierarchical
bounding box collision tests with low computation effort. The bouncing bubbles model de-
fies this concept to a large extend because the container consists of only four large triangles
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Fig. 7 Start position of the
bouncing bubbles simulation

Fig. 8 Container surface discretisations: 0 to 5 midpoint subdivisions

Table 2 Bouncing bubbles computation effort (CPU-time/RHS-evaluation [µs]) dependent on container sur-
face subdivisions

Subdivisions Triangles Intersection construction Penetration detection

0 4 979 1,156

1 16 774 870

2 64 626 585

3 256 551 436

4 1,024 594 329

5 4,096 706 398

6 16,384 998 463

used as target surfaces. As a consequence, there are only four large leaf bounding boxes,
which enclose all or very many triangles of the bubble surfaces most of the time.

In this situation, penetration detection implicates more computation effort, because it
directly invokes a huge number of ray-triangle tests, whereas intersection construction per-
forms somewhat cheaper triangle-triangle tests.

This effect has been investigated by a series of test simulations with varied discretisation
of the container surface. For this, the triangles have been subdivided into four triangles by
new vertices at the midpoints of their edges (Fig. 8). This scheme has been applied six times
resulting in container surfaces with 16 to 16,384 triangles.

Since numerical round-off errors (in normal direction and intersection point calculations)
lead to result differences that increase over simulation time, only two bounces are regarded
and the simulation is stopped after 1.2 s. Table 2 compares the computation efforts for both
contact element generation methods dependent on the container surface discretisation.

As expected, efficiency is improved by using finer container surface discretisations be-
cause collision detection works better. At 64 triangles and more, penetration detection be-
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Fig. 9 Number of ray-triangle
intersection tests of contact
between bubble 2 and container
dependent on the number of
container surface subdivisions.
(Colour figure online)

comes more efficient than intersection construction. After an optimum at 256 resp. 1,024
triangles, computation effort increases again because the total number of bounding box and
intersection tests becomes predominant. This effect is more significant for the intersection
construction algorithm because of the quadratically growing number of active triangle com-
binations.

The plot in Fig. 9 shows the number of penetration detection ray-triangle tests dependent
on the number of container surface subdivisions. Obviously, these tests mainly determine
the computation effort.

So, on the whole, penetration detection is also clearly more efficient than intersection
construction for the bouncing bubbles scenario if balanced surface discretisations are used.

4.3 DLR Scout rover

The third example scenario is a simulation of the DLR Scout rover [23] (Fig. 10). The Scout
is a modular rover that has been developed by DLR’s Institute of System Dynamics and Con-
trol for extraterrestrial cave exploration missions. It uses six “rimless wheels” that combine
the advantages of wheeled and legged robots. Simulation of the Scout is markedly useful
because it allows to study the functionality and efficiency of the rimless wheel propulsion
system for varying terrain, payload, gravity, wheel rotation speed and phase and others.

The Scout multibody model has been implemented in Modia3D and a commercial MBS
tool according to [24]. PCM is used for the 18 contact pairs between feet and terrain. The
foot surface has been created by triangulation of a chamfered cylinder segment FreeCAD
[25] model with 570 triangles (Fig. 11). The non-convex terrain surface formed by 32,769
triangles has been generated by a fractal terrain perturbation algorithm [26] implemented in
MeshLab [27].

The PCM force elements define the feet as base and the terrain as target surfaces (E =
5 · 106 Pa, ν = 0.4, b = 0.01 m, umax = 0.01 m, dl = 2 · 104 Ns/m3, μ = 0.7). The wheels
rotate with a constant angular velocity of 2 rad/s. In the simulation the Scout travels about
9 m in 30 s. The evaluation of the contacts between the feet and the complexly shaped terrain
works robustly and efficiently (commercial MBS solver with 4 CPU cores: realtime factor
14.4).
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Fig. 10 DLR Scout rover on
fractal terrain simulation

Fig. 11 Foot contact surface
tessellation with 570 triangles

In this example the reference frame assignment discussed in Sect. 2.3 has great influ-
ence on the computational effort of PCM. The mean computation time for the evaluation
of the equations of motion is 439 µs in case of E/F = terrain/feet and 1,460 µs for E/F =
feet/terrain (commercial solver with 4 CPU cores), i.e. the computation effort is more than
three times less if the reference frame of the larger terrain surface is used for internal vector
representation.

5 Conclusions

PCM is applicable for many contact problems because it uses highly available polygon
meshes for surface definition and has no restrictions regarding shape and dimension of con-
tact patches. However, some know-how about its functioning is required to achieve optimal
accuracy, robustness and efficiency. Moreover, it is not always clear how to choose the elas-
tic layer thickness and the area-related damping factor. Section 2 gives hints and background
information on these issues, which should be addressed in further development.

The new penetration detection method presented in Sect. 3 is simpler, more efficient and
more robust with respect to geometric singularities and imperfect mesh topology than the
classic algorithm. It conjoins contact element generation with collision detection and goes
without complicated intersection construction steps. However, the physical model remains
unchanged. Therefore it is applicable in the same way as the classic method.

In Sect. 4 three simulation scenarios of varied complexity are used to demonstrate the
application of PCM. Torus and sphere as well as bouncing bubbles are academic examples
that allow to study numerical properties and phenomena of the method. Finally the DLR
Scout rover simulation shows the usage of PCM in a current research project.
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